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Question:
How can I copy bar reinforcement including views and sections created with the tools in the "Associative
Views" module if, for example, I want to use slab reinforcement for another floor?
I want to place the copied reinforcement and the views in new, separate drawing files and then adjust the
reinforcement, keeping the layout of the copied sections. Only the changes in the copied reinforcement
should automatically be added to the sections.

Answer:
First, open ProjectPilot (File -> ProjectPilot) and copy the drawing files with the reinforcement and the
drawing file with the associative views and sections to new drawing files. ProjectPilot asks you whether you
want to copy the linked drawing files as well. Click No.
If there are views or sections containing only data you do not want to move (for example, only model data),
select Create -> Engineering Views, Details -> Associative Views -> Add to Viewand add the data you
want to move (for example, reinforcement) to these views or sections. You can remove the data later.

The copied drawing files still reference the original drawing files. The next step is to delete those references.
To do this, open the drawing files you just copied. Select Change -> Engineering Views, Details ->
Associative Views -> Manage Reference Drawing Filesand remove the references to the source drawing
files.

When you have removed all links to drawing files you do not want to move, select the new drawing files with
the views and the reinforcement.

Select all data by pressing <CTRL>+A and move the data as you need.
You can move the data in the X, Y and Z directions in plan or define any spatial displacement in isometric
view.

You can then add the associated model data to the views and adjust the reinforcement.
Note:
Once deleted, you cannot restore any references to drawing files. Therefore, make sure you delete the right
references. Allplan deletes empty views or sections automatically.
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